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Notes
Excavation of Ridiborough, Kent.—The Society proposes to make
a start this year on the excavation of the area enclosed by the walls of
the Roman fortress of Richborough, near Sandwich, Kent. So well
known a site has from time to time been the scene of various investiga-
tions, chiefly directed to the great concrete platform, the meaning of
which is one of the unsolved questions of Romano-British archaeology.
But a systematic excavation of the whole area has not hitherto been
attempted. The work will be under the supervision of our Fellow
Mr. J. P. Bushe-Fox, and it is hoped that the initial grant from the
Society's Research Fund will be largely increased by the subscriptions
of individual Fellows and others interested. An appeal will shortly
be issued, and if possible the excavations will begin in the late summer.
The Rhodesian skull.—Another article by Dr. Smith Woodward
appears in the April number of Science Progress, and emphasizes the
difference between the new skull and the Neanderthal type. The face
is probably the largest ever seen in man ; the brain must have been of
a very primitive type, but there is no doubt that the erect position had
been attained. ' The discovery in the Rhodesian cave now seems to
show that races of unfinished men were among the latest refugees in
the south. The new race in question does not fill precisely any gap in
a direct series uniting modern man with his ape-like ancestry. It
merely represents one of the latest variants among the multitude which
will eventually be discovered to have passed away as failures during
the progress of man in the making. It is an advanced stage in which
arrested brain-development accompanies enlargement instead of refine-
ment of the face.'
Study of the Ice Age.—The attention given to the Pleistocene
glaciations is not in proportion to the interest of the subject, and full
advantage has not been taken of the abundant geological evidence in
Britain. Apart from the Institute of Human Palaeontology in Paris,
there has hitherto been no special centre of investigation in Europe
(Nature, 23rd March, 383); but a public institution for Ice Age research
has now been established in Vienna in connexion with the Natural
History Museum of the Austrian Republic, under the direction of
Dr. J. Bayer; and as the type-localities selected by Penck and
Bruckner are all in that district, t'his new departure is full of promise,
and may lead to similar activities on this side of the channel, though
it is only fair to add that a fresh start has already been made in East
Anglia.
Palaeolithic gravel near Abingdon —Another palaeolith from the
new site on the Radley road has recently come into the hands of our
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